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THE PERFECT BIKE FOR THE PERFECT MOMENT. THE PROCESS 134 HAS JUST THE RIGHT
AMOUNT OF TRAVEL, RIDES FAST AND LIGHT, AND IS THE WEAPON OF CHOICE FOR RIDERS
LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT ALL-AROUND BIKE.

Ryan Gardner, North Conway, NH. Photo: Brooks Curran
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DIRECTOR'S NOTE
Trails are core to NEMBA. A trail can be an escape. A trail can be a
challenge. A trail can be art.
The variety of trails in New England is hard to beat. Over the past two
years, while visiting chapters and various events, I’ve had the opportunity to
ride trails all across New England. Exploring places I’ve never been before,
and seeing familiar riding spots in a new light.
Similar to the diversity of people who ride the trails, the trail itself can
vary substantially. Which is what makes New England such an amazing place
to ride. While many of our local systems are not huge, the variety between
them keeps it exciting and worth the trip. There is someone for everyone.
From the fresh rake & ride, to the professionally groomed flow trail.
From that perfectly placed boulder to that long boardwalk. Trails have a different flavor depending on where they’re located and who has helped shape
them. And the amazing part is that you as the rider can have a direct say in
guiding the trails in your area. Get involved in the planning and development of trails, and you’ll find riding them even more rewarding.
I hope you enjoy this issue of Singletracks. A bit different than our
standard chapter updates, instead we’ve asked our chapters to help highlight the riding spots in their area. Use this as a guide for your next weekend
road trip or perhaps learn about an area nearby you haven’t explored yet.
As my time at NEMBA comes to a close, I’d like to take this opportunity
to thank you all for sharing the trail with me. For your trust and guidance as we
chart a path forward for NEMBA. Trails are a big piece of NEMBA, but it’s really
the community that makes it all possible. Thank you for being a part of that community. I’ll conclude with a slight adjustment to my favorite Robert Frost poem:
Two trails diverged in a wood, and I,
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
With that, I encourage you all to explore the areas less traveled and see
where it takes you. Enjoy experiencing new places and meeting new people.
Happy Trails,
Travis Counsell
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MANY PATHS TO TRED:
Trail Systems of New England
by Michaela Lawlor

What do you picture when you think of trails in New England?
Thickly wooded forests, seaside views, open grassy fields, and rooty/rocky
terrain? All of these landscapes can be found throughout New England’s
trail systems, providing a diverse mountain biking experience. We might
be biased, but New England is home to some of the most beautiful and
scenic places in the country. So, why not take advantage of what New
England has to offer and get out to visit some of our many trail systems?
What follows in this issue of Single Tracks are trail descriptions and route
suggestions for some of NEMBA's favorite trails systems. It was difficult to
narrow down the list of amazing places to ride. Below are some honorable
mentions from each New England state:

Connecticut
There’s a running joke in Connecticut amongst mountain bikers
that the state’s best crop is rocks. There are certainly no shortages of
chunk and technical terrain in Connecticut, but despite how challenging
some trail networks are, there are still plenty of beginner friendly trails
across the state.
Bluff Point State Park offers a unique riding experience – one minute
you’re riding in the woods, and before you know it, you come across some
incredible coastal views of the Long Island Sound. The best part is after a long
day of riding in the summer, you can go for a refreshing swim in the Sound.
Recently, the land in Pomfret Forest was acquired by the town and 8
miles of new multi-use trails were built in partnership with QC NEMBA. The
park has a fun mix of flow and you can enjoy jumps, berms, drops, and rollers.
The Local 202 Crew has joined forces with NWCT NEMBA to continue
to steward the trails at Nepaug State Forest. They've brought a passionate
community that's partnering with CT DEEP and CFPA to protect the trails
we know and love. Nepaug brings the natural rock and technical features of
CT along with some of the quick elevation changes unique to that area.

Maine
Maine; the land of lobster, Stephen King, Acadia National Park,
rocky shorelines, and deeply remote areas. It boasts the highest percentage of forest cover (89%) of any state as well as a longer coastline than
California (3,478mi). If you're looking for trail variety— look no further
than Maine.
In the Penobscot Region, you can find Bangor City Forest, also known
as “The Bog” to locals. Just minutes from downtown Bangor, you’ll find it
hard to believe that you’re not far from the bustling town. The trails are lined
with spruce and pine trees and riders might see some cool wildlife out there.
In Greenville Maine you'll find the Mooshead Outdoor Aliance
working with partners— Piscataquis County NEMBA and Maine Bureau
of Parks and Lands —to build world class mountain bike trails. As of July,
2022 there are 7 miles of trails built, with many more miles to come.
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Maine, cont.
The Lilly Pond Conservation Area, in Bath, is part of the
Kennebeck Estuary Land Trust. It's an intermediate technical trail system
and is also groomed for fat biking in the winter. Be sure to check out the
view of Lilly Pond from the Swift Trail.

Massachusetts
Massachusetts is the most populous state in New England
known for its many college towns, cityscapes in the capital of Boston,
coastal views and dense rural forests. With over 13,000 trail networks in
Massachusetts, it was difficult to narrow it down to three highlights, so
these five trail systems are worth mentioning:
The Vietnam Trail Network is an entirely NEMBA owned and operated trail system. Vietnam is a destination for mountain biking with lots
of technical riding with some mellower trails, too.
One of the most popular riding spots in the Greater Boston Area is
The Middlesex Fells. There are miles of trails just minutes from Boston,
accessible by car or public transportation, so you can enjoy time both in
the city and in the woods.
The Orchard Hill (Pioneer Valley/UMASS) trail system is located right
on the UMASS campus and the trails are maintained by UMASS Amherst
Cycling Club students in addition to local volunteers. It’s a great feature
of UMASS to have students involved in mountain biking to bring an even
more immersive experience to the campus community. These trails are
open to the public, too, so you don’t have to be a student to enjoy them.

New Hampshire
The White Mountains in New Hampshire are home to the highest
elevation in all of New England, with Mount Washington coming in at 6,288
feet. The Granite state is known for its rocky terrain and large variety of
wildlife and wilderness. Here, you’ll find great opportunities for riding.
Bear Brook State Park is the largest developed state park in New
Hampshire, making it a great destination for riding. In the 1930s, the
Civilian Conservation Corps built many of the structures you can find in
the park today. Bear Brook is loaded with history, so you can make a point
to scope out some of these landmarks while you ride.
The Keene Bike Park though not a trail network, per se, the park
gives members of the community a chance to get out and practice mountain biking skills. The park was designed and built in 2020 by BK NEMBA
and then donated to the City of Keene. It is a fun place to ride, and even
YouTube personality Phil Kmetz, a New Hampshire resident and professional mountain biker, has been seen riding at the park.

Rhode Island
As its nickname The Ocean State suggests, Rhode Island is home
to some of the best beaches and coastlines in New England. Though the
smallest state, it still has plenty of parks where you can have a great time
riding your bike in the woods and near the coast.
Arcadia Management Area is Rhode Island’s largest recreational
area and though there’s not much elevation change, you’ll find some
short punchy climbs and descents with a lot of fun technical terrain to
ride. There are nearly 200 trails in Arcadia where you can find something
for every skill level.
Lincoln Woods State Park packs a lot of punch for being on the
smaller side. There are 80 trails packed in this 600 acre park with new
trails branching off every couple hundred yards. You can explore endlessly at Lincoln Woods making for a fun day out riding.

Vermont
The Green Mountain State is arguably the most picturesque
state of New England. Though it's the only inland state in New England,
Vermont wows us with its rolling hills, mountainous backdrops, forests,
lakes, and never ending cozy small towns and villages. The fall foliage in
Vermont is reason enough to come for a visit, not to mention these trails:
Kingdom Trails (KT/VMBA) is a mountain bike mecca in New England.
KT is home to 85 miles of trails winding through working farms and stunning
pastoral landscapes. Much of the land is privately owned and KT works in
conjunction with over 100 landowners to make these trails possible.
Ascutney Trails (ATA/VMBA) contains about 45 miles of beautifully crafted hand-built trails in what is considered Vermont’s premier
recreational trail network. Located just minutes from I-91, ATA offers
challenging trails in addition to some beginner friendly trails. ATA is a
destination for multiple trail users as it is also famed for cross country
skiing, hiking, and trail running.
Green Mountain Trails (VMBA) has an iconic summit where you
can overlook the gorgeous Green Mountains with views down into the
valley. On the way, you’ll pass by picturesque mountain streams and rivers
riding on trails of varying difficulty.
For more detailed information about these New England Trail
Networks, search for them and other nearby trails using TrailForks for the
latest maps and trail condition reports. These trails wouldn’t be possible
without the hard work and dedication of volunteers, so consider giving
back to your favorite trail networks with some sweat equity. We hope you
have a great time riding on some of New England’s finest trails!

Bethlehem Trails Association (BTA/Franconia Area) is situated in
the highest town in New England and offers something for everyone. BTA
and FA NEMBA are partnered with Bike Borderlands who you have probably seen promoting the Ride with Gratitude pledge to encourage trail
users to respect the gift of riding, nature, and the community. The local
coalition, North Country Tricycle in conjunction with BTA, FA NEMBA,
and PRKR MTN hosts an annual Tricycle Challenge giving riders something fun to participate in in the area.
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SCHOOL'S IN SESSION
NEMBA and CCAP team up for Trail School
This past Spring brought together two great cycling organizations in
New England as NEMBA partnered with CT Cycling Advancement Program
(CCAP) in introducing these CCAP’ers to the NEMBA Trail School. This collaboration, generously sponsored by Cannondale, proved to be one of the
best events early in our season and has set the wheels in motion to do more
with partner organizations in the future!

With almost sixty attendees from across the region, the Trail School
team was able to break into three groups working on different aspects of
trail building throughout the day. Led by Tom Grimble, Adam Glick and
Paula Burton we put the CCAP student athletes, parents, coaches, and
NEMBA members to work and saw some of the most enthusiastic learners
we've ever had at a NEMBA Trail School.

Entering our partnership with CCAP we envisioned this collaboration
introducing the future of mountain biking to our organization and bringing
their youth and energy to NEMBA. As we walk away from the NEMBA x CCAP
Trail School, we know our future is full of advocates, stewards, trail builders,
and leaders that will continue to responsibly build our mountain bike community throughout New England.

Our CCAP partnership will bring our local CT NEMBA Chapters
together with coaches and athletes from CCAP across CT to build on
what they've learned and bring it to their local trails and communities.
The success of this initial program has also set the stage to have more
Chapters partner with organizations like CCAP that share our mission of
Trails, Advocacy and Community.

The NEMBA x CCAP Trail School began virtually with a series of online
videos, prepared by the NEMBA team. These videos introduced our participants to the skills that would be taught at our "hands on" day. From here,
we were able to get the group together via Zoom to answer questions, talk
through logistics, and make sure everyone was ready... from there we were
off to Dividend Ponds in CT to get our hands dirty.

This is a piece toward building the future of a more accessible and
inclusive NEMBA... we couldn't be more proud!

New England Mountain Bike Association
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CONNECTICUT

Peter's Rock

Ridgefield, CT
Fairfield County NEMBA

North Haven, CT
Central CT NEMBA

Bennett's Pond State Park is part of the Connecticut State Park System.
Together with Ridgefield's Hemlock Hills, Pine Mountain, and Seth Low
Pierrepont State Park, “Bennett’s” forms one of the largest nature preserves in
the southwest portion of the state. Glacial activity has left numerous erratic
boulders and small cliffs throughout the area. It's a picturesque location
consisting of meadows, woodlands, wetlands, and steep ridges and views, all
traversed by great trails of varying difficulty. Many trails have been here for
years – some old logging roads go back 100+ years. Fairfield County NEMBA
has been working with town and state officials for years adding new trails and
maintaining the existing trail system for more than ten years.

Southern CT’s newest trail system is being built at Peter’s Rock in North
Haven. This project was initiated by Peter’s Rock board member Robb Kissel
with trail building design and leadership from Matt Fuggi. The 225 acre park has
a long, rich history and is located in the heavily populated area just north of the
New Haven border and right off of I91 and I95. Another unique feature of Peter’s
Rock is that there are 3 restaurants, a package store, and a gas station in a 300
foot radius from the main parking lot! The 373 foot peak of Peter’s Rock is one
of 3 distinct peaks in the deeply wooded park, which means lots of elevation for
flowy downhill trails. Fun fact: The Opuntia humifusa, or eastern prickly-pear,
the only cactus native to New England, grows on the highest peak of the park.

The “Tour de Bennett’s” is a 10+ mile loop we often use for our weekly
group rides. We typically complete in 3 hours, though there are options
to add an additional 2 hours if you have the energy. Elevation change is
approximately 1,500 feet and it’s mostly intermediate-level with plenty of
rocks to keep it interesting.

As of mid May we’ve put in the first 5 miles of trail and have been adding
berms, log rides, and other features. The fan favorite so far has been The
Pipeline, a bermed out quarter mile downhill run in the bottom of a 10’ deep
canyon. Even Flow comes in at a close second, a mile plus downhill trail which
has lots of dips and huge berms. An additional 7+ miles of trail is currently
planned which will have more technical rock gardens, jumps, log rides, and
advanced features along with more fun and flow.

Park at Lake Windwing Ballfields: 17 South Shore Drive, Ridgefield CT.
You will enter from here to Ridgefield’s Hemlock Hills open space. Note, all
trails identified below have the same names on Trailforks, so we recommend
downloading Trailforks for first-timers.

connecticut

Bennett's Pond State Park

You can follow our progress, access trail maps, and get information on
build days and other events by following us on our Facebook Page at Peter’s Rock
Mountain Bike Trails.

Start on “Narnia” – a skills trail with berms, a ramp, and a jump. Head
over the dam bridge to the “Nice Ascent” climbing trail. Take a left on the
“Up-and-Over” and head take a right on the challenging “Gorge/Red Maple”
trail, then continue all the way down to the Ned’s Mountain Road parking lot.
Head right on the Orange blazed trail to the “White Trail – Campground” trail.
For an extra challenge climb the Blue trail 1/3 mile to hit the black diamond
“Out of Nowhere” trail back down. “Out of Nowhere” is the most advanced
trail in Hemlock Hills. Then continue to ride White over to Pine Mountain
Road, take a right and look for the orange blazed “Upchuck” trail. This is a
difficult, one-mile climb up to the Pine Mountain lookout. Note that the
Yellow trails in this area are generally un-rideable – you’ll want to stick with
the white and orange blazed trails in this area.
When you are done taking in the view at Pine Mountain Lookout, take
a right to the blue blazed “Ledges” trail and follow all the way to “the Kiosk”
which is the start of the Ives Trail connector. Follow the Ives Trail to the
green-blazed “Connector” trail to get you to “7up-Blue.” Head down “7up” to
the Bennett’s Pond out-flow bridge. Note: a more advanced alternative is to
take the “Red Connector” (aka “The Red Bomber”) down the mountain at the
Kiosk. Now you can ride along Bennett’s Pond on your right side then go past
the “2-Story Rock” on your left as you head back to Hemlock Hills on the red
and green blazed trails. Congratulations! You have just completed the “Tour
De Bennett’s.”

Looking up at the first section of The Pipeline, Peter's Rock (above) Glenn Vernes
Pomfret Forest (opposite) Mick Ferraro

New England Mountain Bike Association
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Rockhouse Hill Sanctuary
Oxford, CT
Housatonic Valley NEMBA
The Rockhouse Hill Sanctuary in Oxford is currently the largest trail
system overseen by the Housatonic Valley Chapter. The park and its terrain
are great for a variety of loops from beginner to expert. Approximately 1,500
contiguous acres comprise this riding area, with several parking locations.
Stretching from Peach Farm Road in Oxford all the way to near Route
34 down by the Housatonic River, the Rockhouse Hill Sanctuary (RHS) is
divided into three tracts: Moose Hill/Peach Farm, Rockhouse East, and
Rockhouse West, each with its own character and level of difficulty.
HV NEMBA has been working for years with the Oxford Conservation
Commission and the Oxford Youth Conservation Corps (YCC) to make the
trails more sustainable, build more purpose-built single track, and make the
existing trails more mountain bike friendly.
For beginners with moderate fitness and better, we recommend parking at the turn-out on Holbrook Road in Seymour, between the rotary and
Cemetery Road. The Green-White trail is directly across the street. Descend
that for a few hundred yards before crossing a wide wooden bridge over
Four Mile Brook and continue on Green-White by bearing to your left for the
gentle climb up, lasting roughly one mile. At the intersection, left takes you
to Pink-White and the “Choose Your Own Adventure Bridge,” a man-made
skinny with multiple options set just high enough off the ground to make
things interesting. This is a great spot for a snack with kids, by the way!
Pink-White continues to meander through RHS East, with an “Extra
Credit” loop at the 1.4 mile mark that adds one half-mile of climb and descent
before re-joining with the main Pink-White, which traverses a series of bridges
and will ultimately contribute a total of just under two miles to your ride.
At the end of Pink-White, turn left on to Red-White, across another
long wooden bridge, before riding a rooted section next to the brook that
was recently re-routed thanks to some busy Beavers in the neighborhood!
This brings you back to the wide wooden bridge over Four Mile Brook.
You’ve now pedaled three miles and are nicely warmed up.
Back up Green-White we go, this time turning right to stay with
Green-White at the Pink-White intersection where we first came across the
Choose Your Own Adventure Bridge. Green-White soon heads up a short
but steep switchback, becoming Purple-White, a two-mile trail that features
multiple wooden bridge crossings, rock features (with go-arounds available
for each, keeping things beginner-friendly), and a handful of mellow rock
drops. Purple-White finishes up at a wooden kiosk, intersecting with both
the Orange-White trails that head towards Moose Hill Road and Peach Farm
Road, and Red-White, which turns back into the center of RHS East and
descends towards Four Mile Brook again.
Taking a left on to the narrow bouncing bridges of the Orange-White
trail is always advisable to add mileage and interest! Cross Moose Hill Road
at a diagonal to pick the trails back up, and take some time exploring the
“Family Loops,” a series of mellow singletrack trails on flat terrain that are
perfect for introducing small children and timid beginners alike to our
sport. Children as young as four years old have been spotted on the Family
Loops, practicing their craft as they prepare to take over as the next generation of young rippers.
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"Choose Your Own Adventure" bridge Chris Del Sole

Climbing up to the top of the Moose Hill trails brings you to Adeline
Gray, our signature jump trail. Named after a local Oxford woman who was
the first person to jump from an airplane wearing a nylon parachute, this
downhill-only trail features a variety of rock drops, berms, and a small jump
that are sure to get your adrenaline pumping. At the bottom of Adeline Gray,
a left takes you across the wooden bridge to the Peach Farm trails, which
are best suited for advanced riders, with off-camber, rocky terrain and the
“Peach Cobbler” trail, which is masterful work of rock trail construction that
will delight advanced riders. Turning right will bring you back to Moose Hill
Road, where you’ll cross the road, ride across the bouncing bridges once
again, and head down the Red-White trail. You’ve now ridden approximately
eight miles, with one left to go.
After another stream crossing on Red-White (can you ride the cedar
log bridge cleanly? My kids can!), you can head left for a quick exit back to
the wide wooden bridge, and up Green-White to your car, or you can turn
right to ride the Blue-White trail, which adds about one half-mile of flowy
fun to your ride before rejoining Green-White near the main bridge and
returning you to your car. Congratulations, you’ve put together a nine mile
ride perfectly suited for beginner to intermediate riders!
The beauty of this trail system lies in its diversity. Everyone, regardless
of ability level, can have fun on the above loop. Those looking for more challenge, however, can head to Rockhouse West, parking in the gravel lot below
Oxford High School and exploring an additional six to eight miles (as of this
writing) of technical, rocky trails with longer downhills, punchy climbs, and
spectacular views of the Housatonic Valley below.
Housatonic Valley NEMBA would like to thank the countless volunteers,
YCC contributors, financial benefactors and others that have contributed to
this multi-use system. The trails continue to evolve, with regular maintenance
and new building continuing. If you’ve ever been curious about Rockhouse,
the chapter hosts group rides throughout the season – come joint us and check
out one of the premier trail systems in Southern Connecticut!
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Burlington/Nassahegon
Burlington, CT
Northwest CT NEMBA
The forest lands in Burlington have been traversed by mountain bike
tires for some 30+ years in some form or another, growing in popularity
through the years. Although never officially organized or approved some
decent loops of varying length could be strung together using existing forest
roads, hiking paths and legacy trails.
By 2012, the increasing popularity and volume of bike traffic traversing
the trails combined with a lawsuit and legal woes associated with a nearby
riding area, the three land managers/owners grew extremely concerned about
the situation. It approached a tipping point that nearly caused the entire area
to be completely shut down to mountain bikes. This was the catalyst for the
formation of the NW CT Chapter of NEMBA in 2013.
Our chapter immediately developed a long-term plan to advocate
with the land managers, develop relationships and build an organized network of approved mountain bike specific trails that would connect various
forest areas in Burlington into a continuous network. After almost 10 years
of patience and hard work, we have built one of the largest trail networks in
Southern New England.
The mountain bike trail network in Burlington extends through a large
portion of the abundant forest lands in town. At present, the marked trail network is comprised of roughly 40 miles of mountain bike specific singletrack
within the Nassahegon State Forest, Sessions Woods Wildlife Management Area
and watershed lands owned by the City of New Britain. The marked routes
are mainly beginner/intermediate level and provide connectivity between the
main parking areas as well as access to all the different forest zones.
The 40 miles of marked trail only represent a small percentage of the
actual riding that is available in Burlington. With a sense of adventure and a
little help from the locals you can ride for days on end without duplication.
The riding in Burlington is best described as varied. Trails exist for all
riding abilities from first timers to the most skilled. There is a great balance
between technicality and flow. For Connecticut standards, there is also a
good amount of elevation to be gained and lost. Technical climbs and flowing
descents are strewn throughout the network, some over a mile in length so be
prepared to pedal up and whoop it down. Plain and simple, just some fantastic
XC riding hiding here in the hills of Burlington, CT.

As you cross the road the trails heads through a tricky entrance up the
snaking “Northwest Passage” climb. At the top of the hill the “Passage” begins
to descend towards the remains of the old WPA work camp (Camp Nepaug)
and the Stone Road parking area.
Still following the white blazes, the “Jail Break” section winds it’s way
alongside Stone Road on perhaps one of the most traveled sections in the
network. After a coming to a log ride and big boulder to up and over, the
trail begins to climb up the “Wasteland” section. Arriving at the junction
with the white/red blazed trail many riders seeking a shorter loop turn
right onto “Boomerang” following the white/red blazes. This section is a
semi-technical climb with numerous switchbacks that brings you to the
“Surveyor” trail. At first this section slowly climbs in almost a straight line
along the boundary between two of our land managers properties. At the
top of the hill the trail begins to pitch down through a set of fast swooping
corners leading to a stream crossing and quick up to the “Top of Nass”
rock outcropping. At just over 1000 feet, it’s one of the highest elevations
reached in the network. One can find numerous rock lines to climb and
rollers to descend in this compact area.
Continuing to follow the white/red blazes will lead you to the dirt Miller
Road and the entrance of “High Life”. With little elevation gain/loss, this trail
sections winds around through the terrain across a rugged stream crossing
and up to the entrance to the final trail in the loop. “Miller Time” is one of
the signature sections in the network, descending over 300 vertical feet in
just under a mile back to the parking lot. After a chunky entrance the trail
traverses along a ridge before plunging down the hill through sweeping turn
after sweeping turn. Speeds exceeding 20+ mph are easily achieved on the last
straightaway. At the bottom of the hill a quick pedal up to the road will lead
you right back to the lot.
All said and done this loop is around 7.5 miles, one of the shortest in the
network. Typical loops in Burlington average between 10-15 miles and can be
completed in 2+ hours or so.

One of the most popular loops starts at the Nassahegon Recreation
Complex on Punch Brook Road. Heading out the back of the parking lot
following the white blazes, the trail leads out alongside the ball fields and
quickly begins to descend on “Ursus Reversus” through a thick pine forest
with a plethora of twisty turns and a good serving of those famous NE roots.
Upon hitting a short bridge and transitioning to “Bridges” the trail climbs
gently through numerous switchbacks in and around the terrain. Towards
the end of “Bridges” the trail passes through the “Big Dig” a major bench cut
section along a steep hill before reaching George Washington Turnpike a dirt
forest road. After a quick pedal on the dirt road the trail quickly heads back
into the pine forest and snakes it way back to finally cross the dirt section of
GW Turnpike one more time.

The Big Dig Jon Regan
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Old Furnace State Park
Killingly, CT
Quiet Corner NEMBA
Tucked in the northeast corner of Connecticut is Old Furnace State Park;
with its name derived from the iron smelting furnace that once governed the
stream near the entrance. The locals have a saying that Old Furnace miles
count as double. Everyone likes to think their local spot is the hardest, but
there is a decent amount of elevation change along with a healthy dose of
tech here to back that up. Speaking of descent, one of the trails you will not
want to miss is Orange Crush. It can be climbed, but the preferred direction
by many is descending! It is a ripper of a trail with a rock garden towards the
end before leading back to the blue/orange trail. This is usually an end of the
ride staple. There is always an audible response to “the crush” regardless of
direction; complaints are normally heard before the climbing effort begins
and you might think there’s a parliament of owls with all the hoots when
gravity is assisting your speed.
South Pond Loop is a much milder ride, with some scenic views of
Lower Ross Pond and a healthy dose of roots. Often this is taken clockwise
around the pond to lead to the trails on the western side of the park. If
you’re riding solo the babbling brook crossing will speak to you as you exit
the water and crest the boulder to wooden bridge combo. This was recently
repaired after noting the deteriorating condition during the Earth Day trash
pickup event. The southernmost part of the trail hugging the back side of
the pond is eroding a bit, so QC NEMBA’s own Jeff Doyle reached out and
received permission from DEEP to move the trail up the bank to help with
this problem. Hang onto your seats while we get this rolling and thank you to
DEEP for allowing for this to happen!
Now that you’ve had some roots for lunch, it’s time for DNR. The only
thing that will be resuscitated on this trail is your love for that sweet 50 tooth
gear you will be hanging onto for dear life. At the top of this climb you will be
rewarded with a cliff overlook of the…highway. If you look around a bit a friend
can be spotted in the tree. This is followed by a couple steep downhills before
continuing to the cart road intersection. A quick detour to the left on the cart
road will bring you to twister; the fully-baked half-pipe trail which usually
deserves at least four repeats before evacuation.
After feeling exploited by DNR you’ll be accepting Rejuvenation with
open arms and an empty camelback. You might catch some taking their rear
wheel off at this point to swap for the 52 tooth cog after taking a look at the
initial climb. The buttery finish is a tight turning downhill which rewards trailing front brake use upon entry before flowing into the next. A segment not on
trail forks, but can be found on Strava, is roots and ladders (satan’s staircase
gets you to the same place). This is referenced as Down to Earth on trailforks,
but it is missing the entrance to the trail. The reward is a stunning view from
the top of the crag which is especially wonderful for a sunrise. The cliff notes:
traction is key on this climb, and lower tire pressure will give you the secret
sauce for this and most other trails at Old Furnace.
Our tires and ride will both be low pressure with a turn onto
Tomfoolery. This trail can be accessed from the lower parking lot at the south
end of Furnace Pond or from the cart road on the east side of Furnace Pond
and is ridden in a clockwise direction. Tomfoolery boasts a few rock rollers, an
elevated skinny over a culvert, and a couple rock gardens for good measure.
The descent on the back half features varying drops, a rock to skinny, and
some nice sweeping corners. An a-frame culminates the funny business as the
repercussions for your actions become apparent.
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Moodus, CT
Southeast CT NEMBA
If you’re looking for fresh dirt, fast descents, berms, features, serious
climbs and flowy singletrack come check out the The Playground Trails!!
They’re located on the Nathan Hale-Ray Middle School property in Moodus,
CT and were designed and built in a partnership between Southeast CT
NEMBA and the middle school. Construction began in the spring of 2021 and
8-9 miles of new trails are now complete. The system is open to the public for
mountain biking and hiking/trail running during non-school hours.
Navigation is easy with the system fully mapped on Trailforks and all
trails aptly named following a school theme - Lunch Lady Land, Suspension,
Summer Vacation, Detention and others. Trails feature signs handcrafted by
Southeast CT NEMBA member, Christian Beisel. With the exception of the
advanced trails, all trails can be ridden in both directions making it possible to link up different routes for variety or for longer rides in the 10+ mile
range. There are two primary blazed routes for ease of navigation - both are
downloadable “routes” on Trailforks.
There is an intermediate loop, blazed in Blue, that begins at the primary trailhead and takes riders over the northern bridge. The bridge is one of
two that span the stream running the length of the trail system. The bridge
was handbuilt by volunteers using large cedar stringers sourced on the property. The planks were milled by volunteers at a local sawmill using white
oak logs donated by a local tree company. After crossing the bridge, riders
have a bit of reprieve before starting the climb to the highest point on the
system near Trowbridge Road. From stream to peak, there is 300’ of elevation gain with the final portion of the climb taking riders up a series of hand
built benchcuts. Riders will be rewarded at the top with multiple options to
descend! Riders can continue on the blue route with a long descent back to
the trailhead. This descent takes riders down some swooping switchbacks,
winding singletrack and over the south bridge which was constructed in a
similar manner to the north bridge and also features a long boardwalk and
giant boulder crossing!
From the peak, riders also have the option to get rowdy and visit Detention
and Nurses Office, where punishment includes rock ledges, steep pitches, berms
and a few jumps…bad behavior is rewarded on this trail system!! Riders can then
climb back up Suspension or Lunch Lady to hit all of the descents from the top.
For those looking for a mellow option or a warm-up, there is a Greenblazed route starting from the primary trailhead that features some flowy
fast singletrack. This route is great in both directions.
All riders should check out “2 Kool 4 Skool”, a handbuilt flow trail with
berms and fun jumps. It’s a great way to wrap up a ride! It’s located in the
opposite corner of the parking lot from the primary trailhead.
All this wouldn’t have been possible without tremendous support from
the school, the local community and NEMBA at every step - the permitting
process, trail design & construction, signage, and multiple bridges and
boardwalks. NEMBA awarded two trail grants that covered the majority of
the expenses. Using locally sourced and milled wood for lumber significantly
reduced the total cost.

The bridge after fixing by Sean (left) Christian Smutnick
School-themed trail navigation signs (Right) Brett Severson
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Carrabassett Valley Trails
Carrabassett, ME
Carrabassett Valley NEMBA
In a nutshell, the Carrabassett Valley trail network is intersected by
State Route 27, the only main road in the area. The primary trail head for
the network is the Outdoor Center, which is on the south side of Rt 27. Trails
wind through the Outdoor Center and up onto Sugarloaf Mountain. North
of Rt 27 the network expands along the Narrow Gauge Pathway and the
Carrabassett River, and extends north climbing up to the Stratton Brook Hut,
which is part of the Maine Huts and Trails (MHT) network.

From the Outdoor Center proper there are various ways to gain
elevation and eventually connect to the approximately two-mile-long
Hurricane Knoll trail. The trail climbs a significant amount via well laid
out switch backs to a clearing in the trees at the top that affords expansive
views of the Bigelow Range. Once at the top the trail makes a loop around
the knoll, with some great flowing switchbacks and fun descending features. The loop can be lapped and given how good it is and the effort to get
there it is worth a second lap. The descent off Hurricane Knoll is in excess
of a mile and fairly full on the entire way. There isn’t anything to scare you,
but chances are fatigue will set in if you ride it top to bottom. Near the
bottom there is a directional trail called The Real Deal. This is a descending
trail with technical rock spines at the top; not for beginners or timid intermediates, but this is a great trail. Skipping The Real Deal, the best route to
lower elevations is via Buckshot and T.O.A.D. These are flowy machinebuilt trails that are just a blast to ride.

There are plenty of other options to travel further and wider than
described here. Sugarloaf Mountain is developing enduro trails that are
hosting the best riders on the planet. These are harder to access and not
for folks that aren’t into technical descents. For the enduro rider out there
the best bet is to check out mountain biking at sugarloaf.com for latest trail
openings and closing.
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Around the Outdoor Center is a collection of easier trails consisting of
tread within a tread style riding along Nordic trail corridors combined with
singletrack. There are multiple loop options of varying length in this area,
including Sunny Breeze, Jabba and one of the latest built and rider favorite,
Par-3. The Outdoor Center riding zone is connected to Narrow Gauge trails
by way of the Snail Trail, a twisty beginner trail.

Newtons Revenge. Both go up and down well, in the 2 plus mile range each.
Oak Knoll has more rock slab and general chunder, so if you’d rather not
loosen your fillings on the descent your best bet is to ascend Oak Knoll and
descend Newtons Revenge!

To learn more about the general trail networkthe best recommendation is to stop in and see Bob Ash at Carrabassett Valley Bike down in the
Valley at Happy Tunes or check in with the guys at Allspeed at the Outdoor
Center. Maps can be purchased at both locations, and the folks working can
certainly point you in the right direction and answer questions.
If you have never been to the region, it is worth the trip. This is one
of the most expansive trail networks in the northeast. There are also small
sections of trail popping up in Kingfield and the Freeman Ridge Bike Park
just outside of Kingfield is quite a time on your way north or south. Stop
by and see Spencer or his old man…and don’t forget to bring them beer!
Speaking of beer, be sure to stop by the Sniki Bar in downtown Kingfield,
its not to be missed.

Shifting over to the north side of RT 27 and the Narrow Gauge Zone
there are multiple sections of singletrack that weave along either side of
the pathway from west to east. Some of the most fun and by far the easiest
trails are the “Grassy Loop” trails at the most westerly end. These trails are
flat, fairly void of roots and have great flow. These trails are considered the
most beginner friendly in the trail network. The remainder of the trails
heading down river vary from more advanced beginner to intermediate.
Linking them all together starting at Grassy Loops provides quite a fun singletrack experience, with many trails offering beautiful sights and sounds
along the river. The non-type A rider might even stop along the way and
check out the water. There are several deep pockets along the river that
are perfect for an afternoon dip. Just a reminder, you are in the mountains
so expect the unexpected on the water temperature depending on recent
weather and time of year.
A more demanding tour on the north side of the road is to ride the Oak
Knoll Trail and Newton’s Revenge. At the top is the MHT Stratton Brook Hut
and vistas in different directions. On the north side of this zone is the Bear
Trail, another favorite flowy machine-built trail, especially in descending
mode. Bear Trail is accessed off the upper reaches of Oak Knoll and ties back
into Newtons Revenge via the Approach trail. The up and down to Stratton
Brook Hut can be made into a loop experience by utilizing Oak Knoll and

Carrabassett Valley Trails (left) Hannah Sourbeer
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Mount Appatite

Gorham

Auburn, ME
Central ME NEMBA

Gorham, ME
Greater Portland NEMBA

At 325 acres Mt. Appatite offers a little bit of everything, dense forest
stands, semi-precious stone mining sites, abandoned quarries, ledges and
large glacial erratics.
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Many of the trails are all natural surface ranging from old woods roads
to sinuous singletracks. In all you'll find just under 10 miles of trails. They are
very well maintained by the City of Auburn. You'll notice many drainage features to keep water off the trails. There are long armored "turnpikes" to keep
you high and dry in perpetually muddy areas. There are even benches every
half mile or so in case you want to stop and take a break.
In 2018 Central Maine NEMBA won NEMBA's very competitive
Signature Trail Grant. The monies were used to construct Mt Apatite's
Signature Trail.
In 2020 Central Maine NEMBA built Carrie On, as a tribute to long
time supporter and all around inspiration Carrie Boudreau who passed away
in April of 2020.
A short stint on double track allows you to connect these two trails
for a very fun ride in either direction. Carrie On crosses the Small Road
entrance to the park and is an easy jumping on point.
One highlight of Mt. Apatite is the abandoned mineral quarry. You'll
almost always find people picking away at the rocks looking for gemstones.
On my last visit a prospector showed me a handkerchief full of garnets that
he'd found. The quarry also has a couple of good spots to go for a swim if
you're so inclined.

Camden Snow Bowl
Camden, ME
Midcoast Maine NEMBA
Riding at the Camden Snow Bowl is a nearly unique experience. The
Snow Bowl, (more formally known as the Ragged Mounain Recreation Area),
is owned and managed by the town of Camden as a multi-sport, multi-season
recreation area. It includes trails, playing fields, pinic areas and a large pond.
In non-snow months there is an extensive trail network to explore.
This includes a long somewhat challenging loop trail into the Ragged
Mountain Preserve. Think remote! Even though you're less than three miles
from the center of town, you'd swear that you were a hundred miles away
into Maine's northern backcountry.
While there are some fairly easy trails at the bottom of the mountain, not to mention a pump track, most the the Snow Bowl's trails involve
climbing. The climbs are manageable and lead to an extensive network of
semi-technical trails. Open to Class 1 eMTBs
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Next time you're heading through southern Maine, it's worth a stop
to check out our trails in Gorham, Maine. The different regions are great for
rides in the 10-mile range or can be connected to offer over 45 miles of trails.
Most of the trails are hand built singletrack, and generally not super technical, you’ll be under 1000ft of climbing for most 10-mile rides.

Moody's/Weeks
This region of trails is home to the Lavoie Bike Park, the pump track,
and the recently built Knolly Roller. The Knolly Roller was funded in part
by a NEMBA Signature Trail Grant. At .8m long, it is a one-way trail loaded
with rollers & berms.It’s beginner friendly but fun for all abilities. Give it a
ride and you’ll know how it earned the name Knolly Roller.
Park at either the High school or Middle school parking lot for best
access. The Lavoie Bike Park is located on Weeks Rd. next to the Middle
School. The Moody’s section of this region features trails with buffed out
flow and music themed names. You’ll definitely be smiling, and you may also
find yourself singing as you ride. There’s good reason why these trails are the
most popular in the network.
The trails at Moody’s are beginner and intermediate friendly; there’s
very little technical challenges or elevation gain to worry about. Though
what it lacks in elevation it makes up for it with flow and fun. The area has a
lot of short trails, which creates a lot of intersections. Don’t worry too much,
just ride—you can’t get lost, and you’ll enjoy all the trails. Must hit trails:
Sugaree, Into the Mystic, and Unchained (Unchained is not 1 way only but it’s
best to ride from the Desire end)

Alden Hill/USM
If you’re looking for a bit more elevation, and more technical challenges you should hit this region. It’s popular for riders to hit Moody’s and then
continue over to Alden Hill, with less than ½ mile on the road through town
it’s super easy. For direct access park at the USM Campus Police lot. Be sure
to hit GTO Flow, Rampage, and Blue Henry’s Delight. Other favorites in this
region include Louie Louie, Gorham Way and Higher Education.
Hamblen
The Hamblen region features the newest trails in Gorham and offer a
mix of hand-built singletrack withmachine-built features and fun. We started building trails herein 2020 and have plans for another 3-5 miles. Building
with the excavator was beneficial in the areas that had been recently logged.
Access is best by parking at Narragansett School or Tannery Preserve on
Wentworth Drive, and you’ll need to ride approximately ¼ mile in the
Wagner Farm neighborhood to access the trails. See Trailforks for parking
locations. The trails all ride great in both directions but a recommended way
to link the trails is to ride in this order: Alex the Badger-Pasture Loop-Wild
Men-Brickyard- Old 202-Remembrance Loop Clockwise—back out Old 202-1783. This will give you about a 6-mile loop.
We have great spots for groceries, food, and post ride beverages. Sebago
Brewing & Junction Bowl are favorites of the mtn bike community, and they
have supported the “Bikes and Brews” rides. Sebago Brewing will be offering a beer this summer with proceeds supporting GPNEMBA. We have some
great local bike shops, all less than 25 min away. Ernie’s, Gorham Bike & Ski,
Allspeed, and Cyclemania are all in the Westbrook/Portland/Saco area.
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Orono/Old Town
Orono & Old Town, ME
Penobscot Region NEMBA
We could easily describe our favorite loops in the Orono area, whether
it’s some heavy tech trails leading to the Cul-de-sac DH at Newman Hill, or
putting along on paved bike paths near the University, but it’d be a shame to
not advertise the fact that an individual or family can truly set down roots in
the Orono/Old Town area and always have stellar riding nearby.

As kids grow into bigger bikes and out of elementary school, a series of
double track and single track trails can be found behind the Orono Middle
School that provide a little more elevation and tech to learn on. If you’re
lucky enough to live within riding distance of school, there’s a pump track
on the middle school property that will surely keep your preteen occupied
long enough to arrive home late. The pump track is a collaborative effort
between Orono's local shop, Rose Bike Shop, and Marsh Island Brewing, who
donates a portion of the proceeds from their Rippin' Wheelies Session IPA to
the track construction and maintenance; an excellent post ride beverage for
those of age!
If it’s time to consider college and mountain biking is a priority, the
University of Maine is a great choice! Behind the University lies some of
the oldest single track in the area. Rake and ride is the name of the game
in the University of Maine forests, but don’t mistake that for flat and boring. There’s a little something for everyone whether you’re looking for a
quick spin after studying, an heart pumping cross country loop through
the Intermediate Mountain Bike Loop, or a long day spent connecting the
University to Old Town, and Old Town to Newman Hill, and back down the
River Trail to grab a beer and a bite at one of Orono’s three breweries and
dozens of eateries.
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Young families with eager-to-pedal parents can be found toting kid
carrier bike trailers riding miles of paved bike paths, or helping their little one
nail the fundamentals of a Strider bike on the gravel roads and double track
trails across Stillwater Avenue in the Dwight B Demeritt Forest, managed by
the University of Maine Forestry Department and the Orono Land Trust.

Orono Land Trust owns and manages multiple properties that us
mountain bikers get to enjoy, including the Caribou Bog Conservation Area,
and Piney Knoll Conservation Area. The Piney Knoll Conservation Area is
in the backyard of the largest apartment complexes abutting our University,
making access incredibly quick and easy for students living away from the
dorms. The Caribou Bog Conservation Area is a true four season outdoor
recreation center, with plentiful bike trails, as well as cross country skiing
opportunities for cross training in the winter. Thanks to a recent purchase
by Orono Land Trust, an outdoor center will now be built on the property,
solidifying the recreational hub status this area has. With this new outdoor
center comes trail network expansion, and we are working with the Orono
Land Trust to create some progressive flow trails on Bangor Hill, opposing
the advanced tech found on Newman Hill on the CBCA property.
When the winter weather buries most of our trails in snow, load up the fat
bikes and head over to Perch Pond. Here you’ll find beautifully groomed single
track in abundance thanks to a strong volunteer army wielding snowshoes, cross
country skis, and a Snowdog purchased through a fundraising effort by Rose
Bike Shop. Entering off Kirkland Road onto the Grassy Road sets you up for
Long Way Home, where you can grab the end of 9 to 5 and check out Perch Pond
before taking Dumbos Dilemma back towards the parking lot. 100 Acre Wood is
always available if you aren’t quite ready to leave just yet.
We are truly lucky to have such an expansive trail network and land trust
partners in this area! We’ve mentioned some favorite trails and loops, but to really
feel the vibe of the whole area, you may just have to become a local!

Orono Pump Track (below) Rose Bike Shop
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Pendelton Park
Belfast, ME
Belfast Area NEMBA
The Trails at Pendleton Park were built in 2021 as Belfast Area NEMBA's
inaugural project. Pendleton Park is owned by the city of Belfast and maintained by BANEMBA. There is parking on City Point Road, the first driveway
on the left hand side after you've passed the "Old Bridge" Parking Lot (ride
hand side) heading North. At the time of this writing there is no signage visible from the road, but the city will be installing one in the near future.
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The best way to access the trail system on bike instead of driving is to
ride North on the Rail Trail from downtown Belfast out to City Point Station.
From there, turn back onto City Point Road, headed South, and then find
the parking area on your right after about 1 mile. Be cautious of fast moving
vehicles while on the road.

Starting out on the South side of the stream, the Intro/Outro trail is a
mostly gentle and smoothish switchback climb with a short descent over the
stream crossing. Once you’ve crossed the stream, a right hand turn up into
the bench cut figure 8 loop presents a number of possibilities, with some
technical spots and features. Local riders tend to ride this side of the stream
in a few different directions before heading back across the stream to enjoy
the downhill direction of the Intro/Outro trail (which you can also play on
repeat by using the “Quick Exit” trail).

There are also a number of “rake and ride” trails within the Figure 8
loops, so be sure to check those out for even more variety. You can easily pack
in a good hour of fun here in addition to enjoying the Rail Trail and Belfast
Harbor Walk before enjoying a bite and a drink back in town! Marshall Wharf
Brewery, located right on the Harbor Walk, is a chapter favorite.

Once in the parking area, you will find a trail kiosk with a map. A
stream runs through the property and divides the trail system. All trails in
the system are designated two-way. Sightlines are mostly very good so that
you can see other riders on the trail. The total amount of trail is about 1 mile
with about 100 feet of elevation gain.

Components for an
Adventurous World.
Wren is a proud supporter of NEMBA and
its mission to make a difference for riders
throughout New England. As a small
company, we too are focused on making a
difference by designing components that
will make your ride the best it can be.
We are best known for our complete
lineup of Inverted Suspension Forks,
which provide substantial beneﬁts over
traditional designs. And our new
Perseverance handlebars are destined to
be the go-to bars for adventure cyclists the
world over.
Check out wrensports.com to see our
complete line of difference making
components today. Use code NEMBA15
at checkout for 15% off your entire order.*

*Sale items excluded.
New England Mountain Bike Association
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Town of Grafton
Grafton, MA
Blackstone Valley NEMBA
Grafton is centrally located in Blackstone Valley. It’s not typically known as
a riding destination. For those who have had the fortune to check it out, Grafton
offers some very fun riding. The Grafton Land Trust manages many of the parcels. They are a very active group that does tons of trail work. We’re fortunate to
have some NEMBA members and mountain bike enthusiasts working directly
with them on trail projects and maintenance.
One of the best things about riding in Grafton is trail connectivity. Many of
the trail networks either link directly, or can be linked with very minimal road riding. And as we’ll see, Grafton overall is a good connector town that links up to some
other adjacent riding locations. Here are just a few of the notable areas in Grafton:

Potter Hill
This network passes through a few different parcels- the Martha Deering
Wildlife area, Potter Hills Meadows and G. Knowlton Preserve. Potter Hill features a cool network of trails with a Harry Potter naming theme. There are some
typical rocky and rooty sections, but there is also some good flow to be found.

Classic rocky segments, hillside traverses, and a bunch of fun ups and downs.
There are also some beautiful pine groves and some historic New England rock
walls. Even better, this connection also continues up and over to Upton State
Forest for those interested in huge miles, tons of climbing and descending, and
a really long day.
More detailed information for all of these spots can be found on
Trailforks. Check it out, pick out a few spots, give yourself time to explore a new
area. Parking in Grafton can be a challenge sometime; check out Trailforks for
some recommended locations.
As mentioned, these are all shared use trails. We also share many of these
trails with a very active equestrian community. So please keep an eye out for
riders on horseback.
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Gummere-Marten (Gummere Woods)
The Gummere-Marsters system is a heavily wooded combination of
Gummere Woods and Marsters Preserve- there’s no distinction on which parcel
you are on. Iconic New England sites such as stone walls, a chimney and a 200+
year old tree dot the landscape. The system is a good testing ground for a novice
rider looking to up their game without taking too much of a beating.
Located on the shore of Lake Ripple, the trails are well defined and crisscross the slope up to Brigham Hill. The aptly named Lakeside Trail provides a
tame entry and scenic view of the lake. For a climb and descend combination;
choose Upside to Brigham Main Line or the south portion of Aquene to AquenePatty Connector. The northern portion of Aquene will provide a good assessment of your climbing or descending skills.
Other trails on the properties make use of ridge lines and swales to provide some fun. Some downed trees in the pine groves present a natural skills
area. There are minimal trails markings but the boundaries of Lake Ripple, the
Lions Club clearing and Brigham Hill prevent you from wandering too far
Hassanamesit Woods
One of the best spots in the town to check out. Hassanamesit has several
miles - with a variety of trails suitable for most skill levels. There is a great mix
of classic technical riding, some wide horse paths, and lots of narrow singletrack. Hassanmesit has numerous fun curvy routes, some good climbs and fast
descents. There is a bit of open powerline trail rockiness that gets you out of the
deep woods into the sun, and divides the area in half. Keep an eye out for our
friends on horseback.
Hennessey Conservation Area
A great novice or beginner spot to ride. Lots of easy accessible green
trails, this is a perfect spot for casual rides, getting out there with the kids. Lots
of hikers and walkers enjoy this network.
Pell Farm Area
Featuring primarily smooth woods trails on the border of a well known
Tree Farm, this section connects directly into the more technically challenging
Warren Brook Conservation area in Upton. Over into Upton you’ll find multiple
stream crossings, some wide equestrian bridges and some rather narrow ones.
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Landlocked Forest
Burlington, MA
Greater Boston NEMBA
Burlington's Landlocked Forest (LLF) is a fun introduction to
riding in the Greater Boston Area. It is very hard to get lost while in
LLF, route 128 runs right along it on one side. If you’re savvy with a
map, you can connect conservation land to LLF and ride to it from the
Minute Man bike path for a car-free experience.
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The terrain is much less rocky and has fewer roots than the
more well-known Middlesex Fells, but this tends to lead you to a faster
paced ride. There are plenty of features here to make a ride harder
too. Several rock rolls, a few drops, a couple of technical rock gardens
and a lot of twisty corners to lean into at speed make it a fun place.
There are enough climbs in here to properly make you tired, if you’re
trying to maintain a faster pace. You should note that there are trails
on both sides of the gravel road you take from Turning Mill Road parking area. Even though the right side has fewer trails, they are worth
checking out for their incredible natural features.
There are four loops marked with arrows (red, yellow, blue, and
green) to follow. As well as 5mi, 8mi, 9mi, and 11mi routes available on
Trailforks. No matter how you choose to navigate through LLF, two
not-to-miss trails are Milk Crate and Refrigerator Door (both will be
renamed in collaboration with the Pennacook Tribe and Friends of
Landlocked Forest). Both trails flow nicely in their own way in either
direction with each having a few fun natural features to take advantage of, plenty of rock-rolls to hit.

Landlocked Forest Emily Thibodeau

Maple Swamp
Sandwich, MA
Cape Cod NEMBA
Cape Cod NEMBA has made much progress with the Town of
Sandwich, MA and the trails in the Maple Swamp Region. Most of the trails
are new and range from beginner to intermediate to some advanced terrain.

gaining elevation, leveling off and then gaining elevation. Rinse and repeat.
Coming back down is a blast as you can keep your speed up and maintain a
lot of flow and speed as you race back to the parking lot.

Several years ago, new trails were behind the Oak Ridge School to augment
our network for the Sandwich Recreation program “Intro to Mountain Biking.”
This program has been running for a few years now in the spring and fall. We
get about 15-25 participants, both girls and boys. Cape Cod NEMBA provides ride
leaders and guides on a volunteer basis. We teach the kids balance and provide
light riding tips to help them along. Two trails to note in the Oak Ridge / Sandwich
Hollows Golf Course region are Just Kidding Around and Holey Rollers.

Once at the peak of Sam Nye Mountain we created two new trails
to avoid conflict with the hiker only trails. The new trails are Snake
Milk and the Jazz. Snake Milk is a 6-7 turn sidewinder type trail with
some nice terrain than drops and ascends as you wind your way down
the mountain. The Jazz is a winding trail featuring a small bridge and a
couple berms and bench cuts.

At the parking lot we laid out a “fun track,” that is a great twisty warm
up trail. We had plans to make this a full-on pump track but hit a bump in
the road with conservation, so it’s now just a fun track and great place for
kids or to warm up prior to your ride.
We installed three trails for bikers to summit to the peak from the parking lot: the first new trail system is Swamp Thing which is a beginner trail that
leads to either The End is Nye (Blue) or Spinal Tap (Black). All of this ends up
at the peak of Sam Nye Mountain. Riding up these trails you will find yourself

We installed professional trail signage onto 4x4 posts with trail
names, difficulty ratings, arrows for directions and have NEMBA, Town
of Sandwich and our QR Placards displayed on the posts.
What would be a great ride without a place to stop and relax,
check Strava and grab a cold beverage. We added a covered pavilion
that is similar to the one we have at the West Barnstable Conservation
Area. This pavilion is a great place to network, hold group rides and
have our Chapter meeting.
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We have also invested time and energy with trails from the Maple
Swamp Parking lot. This is an established lot that can hold about 20-30 cars.
We were able to use a recent NEMBA grant to install a 14’x14’ pressure treated viewing platform on the summit of Sam Nye Mountain. This landmark
provides amazing views of Cape Cod Bay, and on a clear day you can see the
Provincetown monument.

Leominster State Forest

Russell Mill

Feeding Hills, MA
Wachusett NEMBA

Chelmsford, MA
Merrimack Valley NEMBA

Leominster State Forest, located in the Nashua River watershed of the
Worcester-Monadnock Plateau Ecoregion, is one of the best riding areas in the
Wachusett area. From hilly rugged singletracks, to flowing smooth trails, to difficult technical singletracks, to summer swimming at Crow Hill Pond, Leominster
has everything that a mountain biker could desire. A ride here will acquaint you
not only with a variety of riding conditions but will serve to showcase a lot of
Wachusett NEMBA's trailwork, including bridges and trail stabilization projects.
In the spring thousands of Rhododendron blooms color the forests trails. So
many rhododendrons that along some trails it's almost hard to see anything else.
Stray off Leominster's many well maintained fire roads and you'll discover an intricate web of singletracks. These climb and descend a few low
hills as they wind their way through the forest. Some are quite difficult, but
most can be ridden by a rider with average skills.
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I particularly favor the trails south of Rocky Pond Road, especially the
ones to the west of Paradise Pond. There are a few hiking only trails near the
forest's main parking area. But most of the trails and all of the old roads in
the forest are open to bikes.
In the summer, park in the main parking area and use Crow Hill Pond
beach to cool off after rides. For the rest of the year, park in the dirt parking
lot about a half mile south of that on Rocky Pond Road. The Wolf Rock Trail
links both of these parking areas together.

If you are looking for fast, flowy single track, technical features, or
somewhere to practice your technique, look no further than Russell Mill
Pond and Town Forest (RM). A quick 30 miles from Boston, RM rides much
bigger than it looks - you can easily put in 20 miles connecting to the relatively new trails in Billerica town forest.
RM has something for every rider, every bike, and every season. If you
like dirt jumps RM has one of the best-maintained pump tracks in the area.
If you like enduro-style downhills RM and Billerica have many. If you like to
challenge yourself on technical features you can get your money’s worth and
more at RM. If you like perfect winter riding RM is where it’s at.
Trails like Wild Turkey, Lower White, Upper White, and the Orange
Loop give each rider the chance to challenge themselves on flowy, technically
demanding trails. Upper White is one of my favorite trails in the area - with
its tightly twisting singletrack, and the occasional rock feature along the way,
this trail really gives you the feeling that you are flying! While Upper White is
described as an intermediate trail it does have some tricky spots, so don’t be
fooled by its difficulty rating.
Every trail in RM can be ridden in both directions, and as we all know
that can change how you approach riding a certain trail. A great example
of this at RM is Wild Turkey. This is a classic tight, twisty New England trail.
The trail is best ridden downhill as it will immediately engage the rider with
tight turns and berms. As you descend down the trail your focus needs to be
directed towards the next turn and the increased speed will keep the smile
squarely on your face. Not many of us like climbing downhill trails, but the
reverse push-up Wild Turkey will open your eyes to your soundings - the
tight and twisty turns are even more challenging to navigate on the way up.
The nice thing about climbing Wild Turkey is it’s only 1791 ft long, so your
legs will never burn out.
With the addition of the Billerica State Forest trails Yellow Rabbit,
Gilson Hill Loop, Norther Loop, and the Inside Loop, Russell Mill has one of
the best MTB systems in metro Boston. You will find trails here that will challenge you no matter what your level of expertise, and will also find trails and
rides that will help make you a better rider.
Over the years there has been a lot of sweat equity put into the RM and
the Billerica Town Forest trail system, so I want to take a second to say a big
“thank you” to Jim Powers, Berry Moore, Stuart MacDonald, Lionel Chapman,
Marty Engel, Malen Anderson, Kirk Goldsworthy, and the O.G. Bob Gunta, and
the countless others have been involved in making RM one of the best places
around. When you ride RM you’ll see all their hard work in action - it’s really
impressive and I know you’ll have a great time on these trails.
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Harold Parker State Forest

HPSF Hornidge Bridge Project Hank Kells

Andover, MA
North Shore NEMBA
Located about 20 miles north of Boston in Andover and North Andover,
MA, HPSF has a reputation of having one of the best singletrack trail networks
in the state. Administered by DCR, the forest encompasses over 3000 acres and
about 50 miles of fire roads, old woods roads and singletrack trails. The nearby
Charles Ward Reservation (The Trustees) and Boxford State Forest are linked to
HPSF by the white-blazed Bay Circuit Trail.
HPSF attractions include the Lorraine Campground which has about 90
campsites and is open from May to October. The campground is also the site of
the Wicked Ride of the East which is NSNEMBA’s annual marquee event which
takes place in late October. Other attractions include Berry Pond which has a
day-use area and pavilion open for swimming in the summer months. Picnic
tables, charcoal grills and a sandy beach make it a great place to spend a summer day. Kayaking and fishing are popular activities on the two largest ponds in
HPSF, Field and Stearns.
In recent years, NSNEMBA has partnered with the Friends of HPSF
(FofHPSF) on a number of projects. FofHPSF, established as a non-profit
organization in 2015, is committed to making the Forest a safe, clean and
enjoyable place to visit. It also provides a valuable liaison to DCR. High praise
goes to Friends group Vice-President, Glen Aspeslagh, for producing a highly
detailed, professional level map of HPSF. Visit friendsofharoldparker.org for
more information.
Paved or gravel roads make up about 30% of the HPSF trail network and
are ideal for beginner cyclists. Another 30% of the trail network (moderate) consists of rolling, old woods roads and doubletrack trails. Intermediate to advanced
level singletrack makes up another 30% of the trail network and the final 10%
can be described as “experts only.” However, intermediate level mountain bikers
should not be discouraged from exploring the technical trails but they should
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know their limits and walk around any feature that they are not comfortable
with riding. Mountain bikers should always wear a helmet and eye protection.
Be prepared for an onslaught of mosquitos, black flies and ticks from June to
Sept. Insect repellent with a high percentage of DEET is recommended. Also
watch out for poison ivy. Hunting is permitted in HPSF in the fall except on
Sundays. It is recommended to wear bright orange or yellow in the park during
hunting season.
Beaver activity has increased in recent years and has caused flooding certain areas of the park. In response, NSNEMBA has partnered with FofHPSF on
several bridge and boardwalk projects. Hornidge Bridge, on the border of Skug
Reservation (AVIS) and HPSF was extended in 2020 due to flooding as a result of
increased beaver activity. Planning for a 200’ bridge/boardwalk project between
the HPSF Campground and Field Pond is underway. The area has been flooded
since mid-2021 due to beaver activity which caused the old bridge to become
impassable. The project has been approved by DCR and is expected to be completed in fall 2022. FoHPSF President, Andy Sherman, and NSNEMBA President,
Frank Lane, have taken the lead in working with DCR and local government to
get this and many other projects over the finish line.
Most visitors park at either Jenkins Lot, at the intersection of Harold
Parker Rd and Jenkins Rd, or at the Forest HQ on Middleton Rd. There is a parking fee at both lots. FoHPSF has established marked loops for hiking and biking.
The trail markers are colored red, blue, white, green, yellow and orange. These
trails are mostly fire and woods roads but include some singletrack. They provide a way for bikers and hikers who are new to the park to venture out without
getting lost. Mountain bikers should expect to encounter people walking with
dogs and children as well as equestrians. Please be respectful and always yield
the right of way.
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Robinson State Park

Borderland State Park

Feeding Hills, MA
Pioneer Valley NEMBA

North Easton, MA
Southeast MA NEMBA

Robinson State Park is the one of the most enjoyable places to ride
in south central Massachusetts. Robinson's 800+ acres offer a diversity of
trails ranging from smooth fast flowing singletracks to slightly technical
trails. What you'll remember most though are the miles of smooth fast trails.
Robinson's location is responsible for this. It's located beside the Westfield
River and much of the park consists of a series of drumlins. These drumlins
were dropped there by the last glacier and the soil that makes them up contains few stones. Hence, the smooth fast trails.
Check out the MAP to get a feel for Robinson's unique topography.
After you've explored Robinson you'll notice that some trails aren't on the
map. But you won't get lost.
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As you ride you'll also notice that a lot of very professional trailwork
has been done. Volunteers from Pioneer Valley NEMBA and the Friends of
Robinson State Park working with the Park's staff are responsible for this.
Expect to discover over 20 miles of trails at Robinson.
Some of Robinson's trails are located high above the Westfield River
where you'll see kayaks and canoes in warmer weather. Bring your camera.
You'll be able to take pictures here that will convince anyone that they
were in the backwoods of Maine or Vermont- not just a few miles from the
center of Springfield.

For mountain bikers Borderland is almost a paradise. What keeps it
from being one of the best-ranked riding areas in the region is its lack of
intermediate level trails. There are more than enough hard technical trails
to satisfy anyone. Even a few "bare rock" sections reminiscent of the Lynn
Woods or Moab.
There are plenty of mellow trails. These wind around on dirt roads,
circumnavigate the park's many lakes, go by the historic Ames mansion and
provide a rider with a scenic tour of the area.
Intermediate trails are few and far between though. Stray off the dirt
roads into the park's many singletracks and you'll quickly be challenged by and
abundance of roots and rocks. The singletracks, located mostly in the northern
end of the park are a lot of fun. But beginners will find themselves walking a
lot. Oh well, remember that old saying, "Every mountain bike comes equipped
with a hiker." Well, at Borderland that hiker will get some exercise.
NEMBA has been very active in borderland. We've build bridges, done
a lot of trail work, and even put in some new singletrack trails. Including
Bob's trail, which honors Bob Babineau, the park's former supervisor.Come
to Borderland when you want to go for a fun ride with your family, or when
you just want to cruise around in the sunshine. Come to Borderland if you
want to challenge yourself on unremittingly technical trails. But don't come
to Borderland if your cup of tea is smooth mellow singletracks.
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Pittsfield State Forest

Project Leader, Odin Adolphson and Berkshire NEMBA President Alison McGee
work on the 2020 Kiosk project Herm Ogulnick

Pittsfield, MA
Berkshire Rivers NEMBA
Pittsfield State Forest (PSF) hosts the largest density of authorized trails
in the Berkshire region. With more than 30 miles of multi-use trails including both singletrack and double track, PSF offers several thousand feet of
climbing (and reciprocal descents) to stunning views over the Taconic range
to New York.

Turner Trail
An approximately mile-long more rocky and rooted trail that switchbacks from the Lulu Brook parking lot to the wild azalea fields at the top of
the mountain. Be sure to keep those pedals cranking and then pause to take
in the lush ferns as you near the top,

PSF has had a longstanding connection to Berkshire NEMBA including the construction of the Turner Trail as part of a Trail School project in
collaboration with the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR).
Although there has also been some conflict in the past, recent goodwill projects include trail marking on the lower family trails, drainage work, boardwalk expansion to address wet areas on the aptly named Beaver Tail, and
most recently the installation of a large kiosk (which includes a large mountain-bike specific map thanks to Berkshire NEMBA member Erik Forestell).
Many dedicated mountain bikers devote hours of time to trail maintenance
in this park and have done so for many, many years.

Honolulu
A more meandering climb to the top than Turner, with wider more
sweeping turns and smoother tread followed by some off camber bits and
pieces as you near the crest. This trail ends with a spicy downhill to the Skyline
trail that forces riders to keep their butts back and their eyes on the trail.

With really something for everyone (including a swimming hole and
picnic tables), PSF offers two main climbing trails (Turner and Honolulu),
which each boast their own character up and down… as well as a cluster of
lower-elevation trails referred to as the Family Trails, which are a great way
to build skills and comfort with classic New England riding. Group rides
meet every Monday in the Lulu Brook Parking Area by the Berkshire NEMBA
kiosk. These rides attract well over 50 riders a week and are loosely broken
into groups by style of ride. This former NEMBA group ride is now managed
by the community with demos from the local Berkshire Bike and Board on
occasion and lots of friendly faces and four-legged friends.
All trails are mapped on Trailforks, with multiple routes highlighting
the best ways to experience the trails. Although the road is a little rough for
entry currently, the park really is a gem in this area and offers both physical
challenge and stunning beauty. The top trails include:
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Honeybear
A crowd favorite located on private land, but open to mountain bikers,
and is the perfect training ground for bike handling skills and development.
Beaver Tail
Practice your bridge riding on friendly, low, and–during the wet season–very necessary boardwalks.
Whirlpool
Fun swooping connection between the main trails and Beavertail
where, if the water is in your favor, you can spot a small whirlpool in the
creek alongside the trail.
Upper and Lower Rollercoaster
Though these really can feel like two different trails, they both offer a
great thrill descending through the trees. Upper Rolloercoaster branches off
of the Turner Trail and descends on some natural rollers and switchbacks
to a speedy fireroad to the campsite area. Across the street, Lower Roller
Coaster bows out and around the winter ski trails to descend fast into the Ski
Lodge parking area (be ready for a sneaky left turn at the end!)
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Franconia Trails

Franklin Falls Dam

Franconia, NH
Franconia NEMBA

Franklin, NH
Central NH NEMBA

The heart of the Franconia mountain biking trail network can be
accessed from downtown Franconia by parking at either the Fox Hill Park or
at Hillwinds Lodge. Another option is to drive 2 miles further down Easton
Valley Road to the historic Franconia Inn. This is the best spot to park to ride
Franconia’s Tuckerbrook area.
On a recent Monday evening FA NEMBA organized a group ride leaving
from the Franconia Inn. We had 17 riders come out to this first group ride
of the season, and we decided to do a 5.5 mile ride up into the Tuckerbrook
area. Our group left the Inn and road around the edge of the grass runway
to the start of the Birches trail. The runway is home to the Franconia Soaring
Association, and on the nice summer weekends you can almost always look up
and see a glider soaring around Franconia Notch. Birches is one of Franconia’s
only flat trails and is a good warm up. Next we hit Prelude where some relatively easy climbing begins. The trail crosses Wells Road where we picked up
Lightening Strike, which is also referred to as Lower Red Flyer on some maps.
This trails eventually crosses the Tucker Brook, but our group decided to save
the stream crossing until the end. We took the detour to the right that leads to
Tuckerbrook Road where we connected into the bottom of Rough Cut.
Rough Cut got its name because the trail was ‘cut in’ by a local trail
builder after the landowner had logged this area. It ascends up towards
Mittersill and the National Forest and is parallel to the Tuckerbrook backcountry ski trail. It’s a newer trail for our network and is relatively smooth,
making for a nice climb. Where the trail crosses a grassy cross-country ski
trail we saw a dozen lady slippers, and near the top of the trail there is a section where you pass through what looks like a tunnel of small pine trees.

Much of the terrain is very “un-New England like” with very few rocks.
As a result Franklin Falls is known for its flowing, buff single track. It is
great venue for group rides with mixed skill levels. Experts can enjoy high
speed tree-slaloming, while novices can enjoy the trails at a more relaxed
pace without getting in over their heads in difficulty level. Even your roadie
friends can have fun here! Some of the fastest flow can be found on trails
that include Moose Gully, Pine Snake, Bee, Lost Wall Rusty Bucket, and
Stump. Trails on the slightly tighter side include Rogue, Caddywhompus,
and Cellar Hole. The newest trail, Sniper is a nice combination of flow and
undulating terrain. For advanced riders looking for a more technical challenge, Salmon Brook Trail offers steeper pitches, tight switchbacks, narrow
benches, bridges, and rock gardens. It rides best when entering at its intersection with the Rusty Bucket Trail.
The signature trail at Franklin Falls is Mighty Chicken. It is sure to put
a smile on your face. Mighty Chicken is a gravity trail, built in a natural halfpipe created by the walls of Chicken Ravine. The trail surfs up and down the
ravine walls then finishes out over a series of drops and berms. It continues
to be tuned to increase the yeehaw!
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From the top of Rough Cut you can add on a challenging technical loop
like Dr No or Chainlink to Infinity Glade. The top of Dr No is the highest point
in this network, and the decent has a little bit of exposure and a whole lot of
gnar. I recommended doing it counterclockwise. This section of our network
is in the White Mountain National Forest. We are working with WMNF to add
trail signs within the National Forest, but for now Trailforks is your best bet!

The Franklin Falls Dam federal flood control llands are located on
both sides of the Pemigewasset River between Bristol and Franklin, NH. The
property consists of more than 2,500 wooded acres and spans five towns.
It is managed by the US Army Corps of Engineers. The mountain bike trail
system is centered near the Franklin Falls Dam administrative offices on
highway 127, three miles south of I-93 off exit 22. The system currently consists of approximately 10 miles of multi-use trail, built by mountain bikers
for mountain bikers.

The trail system is open year round, and is a great choice for early
spring riding when other trail systems are closed for mud season. Sandy
sub-soil keeps the area extremely well drained so mud is virtually non-existent. eMTBs are allowed on these trails.

Our group opted to ride down The Dark Side, which is a favorite trail
of many. It’s a technical but flowy downhill trail that follows a brook, passes waterfalls, and crosses three streams. If you add on Dr No it connects
into The Dark Side, making for an even longer decent. From Dark Side,
we descended back down Lightening Strike, this time opting for the brook
crossing. A few of us ended up having to put a foot down due to the high
water and a challenging line, but no one seemed to mind because the weather was perfect and the ride was nearing the end. After crossing Wells Road
the cruise down Prelude is fast and flowy back to the Franconia Inn.
All in all this 5.5 mile ride offers 720 feet of climbing, some great views, a
few waterfalls and a 2.5 mile flowy downhill ending that is guaranteed to put a
smile on your face! Plus, Peak's Pub is conveniently located in the basement of
the Franconia Inn, where our group gathered to have a pint of local beer and
to talk about a new trail that FA NEMBA will be building this summer.

Jae Kim riding through the Rough Cut tunnel Katie Lozancich
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Stratham Hill
Stratham, NH
Seacoast NEMBA
Most riders who come to ride the trails at 'Stratham Hill' don't realize that
they are riding on both private and public land. The Town Park, Stratham Hill
Park, and the Gordon Barker Town forest are just over 200 acres of land, about
half of that is either open field or wetlands. The rest of the trail network weaves
in and out of privately owned land. There about 10 miles of trails, the riding
is fast and not very technical. There are three hills (Stratham, Jewell and Long)
that can get the heart rate up and offer a sweet reward on the other side. If you
are looking for a route to ride with the kids, just check out a topographical map
before heading out, as long as you bypass those hills, you should be good to go.
The most popular place to park and meet up is at the end of Jack
Rabbit Lane, just off of Portsmouth Avenue. This parking lot has morphed
into the 'dog area' in recent years, but is has proven to be a great place to
start your ride. Not too far from the parking area, there is an incredible dirt
pump track for getting warmed up for your ride (or while you wait for your
buddies). This dirt track is great for kids to learn some basic biking skills and
is open to the public for use. It's one of if not the biggest one in New England
and it's very popular.
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The trails throughout the network vary in difficulty. There are wide
open 'tractor' and old logging roads, to single track climbs. With proper
planning the riding can be geared towards all abilities. The Town is in the
process of creating a new trail map. Once complete it will be available for

down load at strathamnh.gov/ recreation. The trails are open nearly year
round. If Mother Nature cooperates the Town grooms some of the trails that
are wide enough and not too steep. There needs to be at least 6 inches of
snow on the ground for grooming to be effective.
The Town also owns a small fleet of Trek Farley 5's and two Trek kids
Farley's. Visit the Parks and Recreation website for more information. The
Department rents these bikes whenever the trails are rideable. The cost is
$25 for a three hour block. Having these bikes right there is a great way to try
a fat bike and not have to worry about getting it to the trailhead.
For the last few winters, the Park has played host to the Polartec Winter
Fat Bike Series, the Stratham Parks and Recreation Summer Bike series and
the Gordon Barker "No Brakes" Bike Race. In addition to Mountain Bike racing, there are trail running series, as well as a practice Cyclocross course that
stays up through 'cross season.
Getting to the trails in Stratham is rather easy and very convenient. The Park is located just a few minutes off of Interstate 95 and New
Hampshire State Highway 101, under an hour from Boston, Concord, NH
and Portland. Dogs must be leashed in certain areas on the trails, please obey
the posted signs. The trails on Town owned land close to the public at 9 pm.
We hope to see you out there soon!

Drummer Hill
Keene, NH
Brattleboro-Keene NEMBA
Drummer Hill in Keene is easily the areas oldest and most popular
riding zone. Some of the earlier purpose-built MTB trails date back to 1988.
Drummer Hill is located on public land within the City of Keene, providing a
backcountry riding experience, with easy access to after ride food and drink
in downtown Keene.
Most rides at Drummer Hill start with a climb, but that just means you
get to finish your ride with a great downhill. The trails at Drummer Hill are
intermediate to advanced difficulty. There are a few woods roads that a less
experienced, but fit, rider could enjoy. Keene has other riding areas that
will better suit newer riders. Drummer is known for its old school technical
downhill riding, with lot of roots and rocks to keep you on your toes. There
are also a lot of jumps, gaps, and drops for the more advanced riders. Most,
but not all, have alternate B lines.
Nearly all rides will start at the southern end of the network at the
Drummer Rd/Green Acres trailhead, or at the southern parking lot on East
Surry Rd. From there you will climb! Two good routes are highlighted on
TrailForks that one can use as a starting point. Because of the density of
trails and the top-down ski hill feel, it is easy to add or remove trails from
any route to suite or needs, or session your favorite trail.
BK-NEMBA has a great working relationship with the City of Keene.
We have a MOU with the city to maintain the trails in Drummer Hill. Lately,
there has been a massive effort to rehabilitate and add more features within
the network, as well address trail erosion and drainage issues. This work has
really improved the quality of riding.
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Near by, downtown Brattleboro has excellent options for post ride
refueling and hydration, including restaurants with outdoor dining overlooking the Connecticut River.

Andrew O'Donnell (age 14) hitting the new PK Stepdown Joshua Foote
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Ted Korza rolling the giant teeter off of the Clyde Pond trail Karen Korza

Clyde Pond Trails

new hampshire

Windham, NH
Southern NH NEMBA
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The Clyde Pond Trails in Windham, NH is Southern NH’s newest trail
system, home to approx 17 miles of single track. They consist of flowy trails:
Scoop and Knuckler, designed by Pete Burant, downhill rippers: Home Run
and Play Ball, designed by Ted Korza, feature filled Karen’s Dream designed
by Karen Korza along with some old school trails like Sheep Paddock and
Sheepscape. There are jumps, drops, rollers and skinnies to excite all levels
of riders, and a Yudicky “Mad Totter” inspired teeter overlooking the lower
pond area. Most trails ride great in both directions, but here are a couple of
route suggestions:

top jump about 1/3 of a mile in. You can get some air if you rail the corner
fast enough. There is a fun drop with a B-line about 0.8 mile in and plenty of
other features along the way. While riding Jag, see if you can find the plaque
dedicated to Pete Burant for all of his tireless efforts building this trail network. At the end of Jag take a left on Beeline and follow it back to the parking
lot. Beeline’s name has a dual meaning; a series of yellow jacket nests were
encountered building the trail, also Beeline heads almost directly back to the
Clyde Pond parking lot. It is a fast ripper and air is available over a lip halfway down the trail.

This intermediate route is approx 9 miles that starts from the parking
lot on the east side of Clyde Pond. Ride down the short gravel road and cross
the bridge that heads to the pond. Continue east until you reach the start of
the Clyde Pond single track trail. This trail has plenty of technical features
with B-lines available. Ride about 0.8 mile and turn left at Lookout. Lookout
is almost a mile long and has about 100 feet of elevation. It is the easiest way
to get from Clyde Pond Loop Trail to the upper section of the network. There
are a couple of techy sections and some challenging elevation. At the end
of Lookout, go south across the double track to Curveball, a mile long trail
with 3 skinnies and a couple small techy sections. At the end of Curveball
take a left onto Broken Goat, the easiest single track trail in the network. It
is smooth, flowy and has very little elevation change. At the end of Broken
Goat, turn left on the gravel fire road. Ride about 1/3 of a mile and take a left
on Knuckler, a mile-long trail that has 3 long switchbacks for the heart of the
trail and some smaller switchbacks at both ends. Riding south to north offers
the ability to hit 5 jumps and 2 drops that are all rollable for novice riders
wanting fun hitting features too. Knuckler comes out on the northern side
of Curveball. Proceed right on Curveball until the end. Turn left and go east
on the gravel fire road for a short distance until it intersects with another
fire road where you reach the start of Play Ball. Ride east on Play Ball, the
hardest trail on this loop (it is easier in this direction). There is a short, loose,
and steep descent about 300 feet in and a tricky switchback about 1/3 of a
mile in. After you cross the second small bridge, there is a B-line straight or
a rock roller to the right. After the trail merges back, go another 50 feet and
take a sharp left on a gravel fire road to come out at London Bridge Road.
Head across the street to Jag, which is another trail that rides great in both
directions, but counterclockwise seems to be more popular. Jag has switchbacks, climbs, and flowy descents with sweet bench cuts and a natural table

The second route, from the Korzas, is a more ambitious 19 miles that
starts in the parking lot on the west side of London Bridge Road. Get your
heart pumping immediately by going up Beeline. Do Jag CCW and then
back down Beeline. Cross the road and do all of Clyde Pond loop CCW, then
ride up Home Run to the top of the chute. Go down Lookout and hit all the
rollers and drops. Do a second helping on a portion of Clyde Pond Loop
for about 0.8 mile to Play Ball. Play Ball will bring you back to the top of the
network. Take Curveball to Broken Goat (N-S) to Karen’s Dream (S-N.) Turn
left on Curveball and straight across to Scoop (N-S.) Take a right to Boy Scout
doubletrack. Ride about 1/3 mile and take a left at Sheep Paddock (S-N) to
Sheepscape (S-N) to Knuckler (S-N.) Take a right on Curveball. From there
you can blast back down Homerun, or if you want even more mileage go
back down Play Ball and then clockwise on Clyde Pond Loop. Follow the fire
road back to the London Bridge parking lot.
A huge thanks to all that were involved in the effort to create this
great four season trail network: Matt Gaudio, Derek Monson, Ted and Karen
Korza, Pete Burant, Fran Boucher, Nathan Hawkes, Chris Harding and any
others that may not have been mentioned.
Clyde Pond is conveniently located off of 93, exit 3. There are many
great places to eat after a full day of riding, a supermarket right near the highway and places to get gas. Thankfully the trails have less bugs than other area
trails. The main parking area is located at 95 London Bridge Rd, Windham,
NH. There is a dirt lot on either side of London Bridge Rd. There is also ample
parking at Windham High School when school is not in session.
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Marshall Conservation Area
Conway, NH
White Mountains NEMBA
You can access the area from the parking lot on lower West Side Rd. in
Conway. This trail system is on the Town of Conway’s land and is the site of a
failed housing development project, so if you see a couple of old streetlights
along Red’s trail you’ll know why. Marshall’s is a microcosm of our trails
here; there’s a little bit of everything here except serious elevation. Although,
we have plenty of that in other areas of our trail system.
There’s about 10 miles of trail in Marshalls if you stitch it all together
and usually I end up with a 5 to 6 mile ride. For an easy family friendly loop
you can start with Lucille’s Access which connects to Lucille’s trail and finish
the loop on Red’s. It’s a mostly machine built and older doubletrack. My
“go-to” loop starts on Lucille’s Access to 2 up, connecting to Lager’s to the
Muzzy bench. The Muzzy bench is in memory of Greg Muzerall, a piece of
the valley’s MTB foundation. Greg “Muzzy” Muzerall was a friend to all, a fine
mechanic and inspiration to many future riders. I like to take a minute and
remember him as I ride the next piece of my loop, Muzzy’s.

latest additions to the system. This is a great climbing trail with nice bridges
and a smooth surface. Then I’m back on 2 up, mostly singletrack through an
area that was logged a while back, connecting to T-Bone and on to Lager’s for
more single track. If I’m going out for a longer ride, I can access the rest of the
West Side network from Lager’s which connects to Forest Service roads and the
Mineral Site Trail. Back to the Marshall loop, I’m connecting to the other end
of Quarry. This part of Marshall feels the most “out there” with a backcountry
feel on very natural single track. Now I’m back at Lucille’s where I cross onto
Lemon Squeezer and then back on Lager’s to the Muzzy Bench again.
Now for a fun descent on the trail most people think of in association
with the Marshall area, Shumway. Shumway is a machine-built flow trail with
great features for all abilities, a favorite for many, enjoyed by all. This brings
me back to the parking lot where I can take off my shoes and have a bit of conversation with my riding friends; it’s a great loop to get a little grit and flow.
Check it out on Trail Forks or other bike trail apps. Happy pedaling to you!

At the bottom of Muzzy’s, which is a nice single-track descent with fun
little jumps and twisty turns. After that, I transition onto Quarry trail which
winds through an old granite quarry site and leads to Holy Cow, one of the

Muzzy Bench Bill Lee
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RHODE ISLAND

Diamond Hill
Cumberland, RI
Rhode Island NEMBA
Rhode Island is a coastal state without one mountain within its borders. While we don’t have the elevation of some of the other New England
states, we still have multiple trail networks with steep climbs and descents
that can challenge all types of riders. Even as the smallest state, our trail networks vary by geographic region. While there are many cross-country type
trails in the middle and southern parts of the state (Big River, Arcadia, and
Woody Hill), our northern trail systems (Lincoln Woods and Diamond Hill)
contain fantastic technical trail riding.
Diamond Hill Park is in Cumberland, Rhode Island. It was originally
used for downhill skiing and tobogganing starting in the 1930’s, running for
almost 40 years before closing in the early 1980’s after losing money multiple
years due to warm temperatures and lack of snow.
Over the last 20 years, Diamond Hill has become an outdoor activity
center including a ballfield and hiking trails. Since 2010 mountain bike trails
have been built using the glacial rocks, rollers, drops and roots, to showcase
New England technical riding at its best. In all there are 60 trails totaling 19
miles of singletrack. While Diamond Hill is only 518 feet at its highest point,
the trails create over 4400 feet of descent. Due to its natural technical features and descents, the Eastern States Cup Enduro Series has used Diamond
Hill for its season opener multiple times since 2016.

While many of the trails are the all-mountain variety, Diamond Hill is
home to some of the best intermediate XC trails in the state! During the RI
NEMBA fun ride on May 15th, 2022, most participants rode a fantastic 8-mile
loop on the West Side (https://www.trailforks.com/goto/route/37029/) . Trails
such as “The Genglenator”, “Lotta Strands” and “Crowd Pleaser” are XC favorites. These cross-country trails are not to be missed and unfortunately get
overshadowed by the enduro loops.
At the beginning of May 2022, RI NEMBA had over 30 riders attend the
first women’s advanced skills clinic and on May 15th RI NEMBA held a fun ride
where 75 riders around New England got to ride some of the enduro trails as
well as an intermediate XC loop.
A big thanks is to the town and state management personnel as well as
the riders and people who continue to keep these trails in great riding shape.
After a day of riding, please consider visiting the Ice Cream Machine for
some well-deserved treats. They are located across the street from the main
town parking lot.

There are two parts of the park. There is the town owned ski hill side,
which is considered the actual park, on the East side of Diamond Hill Road.
This consists of the larger parking lot, ballfield, pump track, hiking trails/
singletrack as well as some classic New England tech trails. Riding “The
Bunny Slope” then “Catwalk” up will bring riders to the trail head for 4 challenging enduro type choices- “Mini J-Bar”, “Lukes”, “Pipeline” and “JOLOBA”.
“Outkast”, also an enduro type trail, will bring riders towards the Diamond
Hill Reservoir. These are not the only trails Diamond Hill has to offer.

rhode island

The more popular trails for Diamond Hill are on the West side of
Diamond Hill Road. There is parking at a small DEM parking lot (4174
Diamond Hill Road) which easily fills up on weekends. Once filled, please use
the larger parking lot on the town side (4097 Diamond Hill Road). “You Must
Be This Tall to Ride (YMBTTTR)” is the lead-in trail for all the riding on this
side. “Rhody -O”, “Chuck Norris”, “Clyde Frog” are double black diamond
trails, and “Rhody Flow” are well known for their flow, technical jumps and
drops and are for the advanced skill riders.

Rock Face at the Fun Ride John Goeller
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AMANDA ROYCE
BILL BOLES 		
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Central CT			centralct@nemba.org
Fairfield County		
fairfieldcounty@nemba.org
Housatonic Valley		
housatonicvalley@nemba.org
Northwest CT		
northwestct@nemba.org
Quiet Corner		
quietcorner@nemba.org
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southeastct@nemba.org

Maine
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Greater Portland		
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midcoastmaine@nemba.org
Penobscot Region		
penobscotregion@nemba.org
Piscataquis County		
piscataquiscounty@nemba.org
Six Rivers			sixrivers@nemba.org

Massachussetts

Berkshire			berkshire@nemba.org
Blackstone Valley		
blackstonevalley@nemba.org
Cape Cod			capecod@nemba.org
Greater Boston		
greaterboston@nemba.org
Merrimack Valley		
merrimackvalley@nemba.org
North Shore MA		
northshorema@nemba.org
Pioneer Valley		
pioneervalley@nemba.org
Southeast MA		
southeastma@nemba.org
Southcoast			southcoast@nemba.org
Vineyard			vineyard@nemba.org
Wachusett			wachusett@nemba.org
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Korza, Frank Lane, Kristin Prescott, Phil Pless, Benjamin
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Matthew Warner, Sam Morton, Trevor Mills, John Anders,
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Kristian Haralson, Kristin Jhamb, Michael Davern, Pete
Schrader, Mike Geldermann, Matt Bowser, Tim Clough,
Joe Harrison, Slade Warner, Bree Heward, Tim Mallard,
Christopher Gaudet, Matt Caron, Jeremiah Beach, Mike
Steward, Wayne Asselin, Chris Nichols, John Tomawski

New Hampshire

Brattleboro-Keene		
brattleborokeene@nemba.org
Central NH			centralnh@nemba.org
Franconia			franconia@nemba.org
Pemi Valley			pemivalley@nemba.org
Seacoast			seacoast@nemba.org
Southern NH		
southernnh@nemba.org
White Mountains		
wmchapter@nemba.org

Rhode Island

Rhode Island		

rhodeisland@nemba.org

Learn more about your Local Chapter at nemba.org/chapter
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NEMBA, the New England Mountain Bike Association, is a
non-profit 501(c)(3) organization committed to creating epic
riding experiences, preserving open space, and guiding the
future of mountain biking in New England.
NEMBA, PO Box 2221. Acton, MA 01720.
office@nemba.org
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